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QUESTION 1

Which of the following configurations CANNOT be possible with the out of the box functions related to the authorization
and settlement process? 

A. Control the number of times an authorization can be used. 

B. Specify the authorization that should be used for a specific settlement. 

C. Raise a notification for an unused authorization X hours prior to expiration. 

D. Determine whether an Authorization amount can exceed the Settlement amount. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A retailer wants to enable the selling of open box items online. How can this be modeled? 

A. Model this as supply type and match the supply and demand using supply type. 

B. Model this as an inventory segment and have the supply and demand match on segment. 

C. Model the item as tag controlled and have the system match supply and demand using the tag. 

D. Model the item as serial tracked and have the system match supply and demand using the serial. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The following configuration has been defined in Sterling Order Management: 

Which two of the following statements are TRUE? 

A. B1 and B2 can share catalog data. 

B. Inventory created in the context of B1 can be used for B2 orders. 

C. Configuration data modified by C1 is automatically reflected to B1 and B2. 

D. Customers created in the context of B1 and B2 can be shared across enterprises. 

E. Customers created in the context of B1 and B2 cannot be shared across enterprises. 



Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

For item pricing, quantity tiers that have both absolute and percentage adjustments are defined in the price list. How will
the price of the item be calculated? 

A. Only absolute adjustment would be applied. 

B. Only percentage adjustment would be applied. 

C. First percentage adjustment, and then absolute adjustment would be applied. 

D. First absolute adjustment, and then percentage adjustment would be applied. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In a current implementation of Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Suite, there is a business requirement to add additional
columns to the YFS_ORDER_HEADER table, and these changes are made in the database extension XML file. This
change has caused the getOrderDetails API output template to be extended. Which two JAR files must be rebuilt for
these changes to take effect? 

A. tools.jar 

B. entities.jar 

C. dbtools.jar 

D. properties.jar 

E. resources.jar 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer pays for an order using a Credit Card and a Gift Card. The business requirement is to authorize Credit
Cards, charge any Gift Cards presented, and provide an immediate response to the customer. Which of the following
APIs can be used to implement this? 

A. requestCollection 

B. executeCollection 

C. processOrderCollection 

D. processOrderPayments 

Correct Answer: D 



 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the following image for details on ORDER number "Y10001" 

A customer wants to return three quantities of an item to a business. The business requirement is that 50% of the
shipping charge should be refunded for any partial return. 

How can a solution designer model the refund upfront and monitor the receipt of goods? 

A. Call repriceOrder API for the return order document type. 

B. Implement YFSOrderRepricingUE for the return order document type. 

C. Call getOrderPrice API and invoke YPMCalculateShippingCharge user exit at order level. 

D. Out of the box configuration is available in Sterling Order Management. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Payment type charge sequence is configured as follows: 

-Credit Card Sequence: 2 

-

 Gift Card Sequence: 1 

-

 Loyalty Card Sequence: 0 Loyalty Card Sequence: 0 All tenders require authorization and charge. An order totaling
$120 is created with three payment methods with the following maximum charge limits and sequences passed: 

-Credit Card: Max Charge $100 - Sequence 2 

-

 Loyalty Card: Max Charge $10 - Sequence 1 

-

 Gift Card: Max Charge $ 20 - Sequence 0 Gift Card: Max Charge $ 20 - Sequence 0 What is the sequence in which
authorization requests are created, and in what amounts? 

A. 



Loyalty Card $10, Gift Card $20, Credit Card $90 

B. 

Gift Card $20, Loyalty Card $10, Credit Card $90 

C. 

Credit Card $100, Loyalty Card $10, Gift Card $10 

D. 

Gift Card $20, Loyalty Card $10, Credit Card $100 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Sterling Order Management does not require PCI PA-DSS certification when using the Sterling Sensitive Data Capture
Server (SSDCS), which is PCI PA-DSS certified. Which two statements demonstrate how the responsibility of
certification is transferred to SSDCS? 

A. The entire credit card data is tokenized and stored in a vault. 

B. The Primary Account Number (PAN) details are encrypted and stored in the Sterling Order Management database. 

C. The PAN is only accessible by the vault and the token is accessible to Sterling Order Management. 

D. The PAN is captured through an IFRAME provided by SSDCS, and not by Sterling Order Management. 

E. All communication between the SSDCS and the payment gateway/vault system happens over a secure internet
connection. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

A retailer needs to track the complete lifecycle of an order containing stock merchandising items, delivery service items
and installation items. The requirement is to track: 1.statuses through which the delivery progresses 2.payment status of
the order 3.fulfillment status of the order 4.track progress of picking lifecycle at the distribution center Which of the
following are BEST suited to model each of the requirements above and the granularity at which these statuses are
tracked in the product? 

A. 1. Tracked using a work order status maintained at header level.2. Tracked on sales order as payment status
maintained at order header level.3. Tracked on sales order line quantity level status maintained at quantity level.4.
Tracked on shipment, status maintained at a shipment header level. 

B. 1. Tracked using a sales order status maintained at header level.2. Tracked on sales order as payment status
maintained at order header level.3. Tracked on sales order line quantity level status maintained at 

quantity level.4. Tracked on shipment, status maintained at a shipment line level. 

C. 1. Tracked using a work order status maintained at header level.2. Tracked on work order as payment status



maintained at order header level.3. Tracked on sales order line quantity level status maintained at schedule level.4.
Tracked on work order status maintained at a shipment header level. 

D. 1. Tracked using a work order status maintained at header level.2. Tracked on order line as payment status
maintained at order line level.3. Tracked on sales order line quantity level status maintained at schedule level.4.
Tracked on work order status maintained at a shipment header level. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A business needs to integrate with a website in order to provide inventory updates from Sterling Order Management.
The requirements are as follows: Requirement 1 - Send a message to website with inventory picture each time it
crosses a threshold for minimum/maximum. Requirement 2 - Send a message to website with complete inventory
picture once a month. Requirement 3 - Resend the last inventory picture ad-hoc when explicitly requested by website.
This setup should be implemented as an: 

A. event-based (RTAM) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1, using activity sync modeRequirement
2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using quick sync mode 

B. event-based (RTAM) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1, using quick sync modeRequirement
2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using activity based mode 

C. action-based (Availability) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1, using activity based
modeRequirement 2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using quick sync mode 

D. action-based (Availability) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1, using quick sync
modeRequirement 2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using activity based mode 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A business needs to configure a drop ship from a vendor to a customer directly with visibility into the purchase order
(PO) created by the vendor and status updates on the PO. What should be done to meet this requirement? 

A. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization does not have a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on theorder.2. Do not check "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the purchase order.PO getting shipped will result in the corresponding sales order line
being shipped. 

B. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization has a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on the order.2. Check the "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the purchase order.PO getting shipped will result in the corresponding sales order line
being shipped. 

C. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization has a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on the order.2. Check the "Suppress chained order creation even if seller requires" setting.3. Run
Chained_Order_Create to create the PO. Place custom logic on PO "Shipped" event to update the corresponding sales
order status to"Shipped". 

D. 1. Model the vendor as a seller and node, where the organization does not have a hierarchical relation with the seller
organization on theorder.2. Implement a listener on the PO pipeline that updates the sales order pipeline.3. Implement



custom logic to stamp the PO\\'s delivery location as customer\\'s address.PO getting shipped will result in the
corresponding sales order line being shipped. 

Correct Answer: A 
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